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Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring with prime ideal space spec @). The 
properties of spec (R) as a topological space, or equivalently, as a partially ordered 
set, have played an important role in the development of commutative algebra. A
complete characterization of the spaces that arise in this way, however, appears to 
be an elusive goal. We will attack a small piece of this problem, namely, a topological 
characterization of the maximal ideal space m-spec (R) of a Noetherian ring R. 
Call a topological space X special provided X is T1 and Noetherian, and for each 
point x E X there is a bound on lengths of chains of closed irreducible sets contain- 
ingx. If R is a Noetherian ring then m-spec (R) is special, by the Krull height theo- 
rem. Our main theorem states that every special space with only countably many 
closed sets is homeomorphic to the maximal ideal space of a Noetherian ring R- The 
ring R can be exhibited as a localization of a polynomial ring in countably many 
indeterminates over an arbitrary field K. In particular, this gives a complete char- 
acterization of the maximal ideal spaces of countable Noetherian rings. 
The main theorem has an equivalent and more illuminating formulation in terms 
of posets (partially ordered sets). We define a poset U to be pre-special provided U 
has a.c.c. and only finitely many minimal elements, each element has finite height, 
and each pair of elements has only finitely many minimal upper bounds. If, in addi- 
tion, eaclh non-maximal element of U has infinitely many covers, U is special. (The 
height of an element u, ht(u), is the supremum of integers n such that there is a 
chain u = u. > . . . > u,,. A rnitzimal upper bound of a set {ui} is an element x minimal 
with respect o the property: x 2 ui for all i. A cover of u is an element x minimal 
with respect o x > u.) Let j-spec (R) be the set ofj-primes of R, that is, primes that 
are intersections of maximal ideals. It is easy to see that the j-spectrum of a NcOtherian 
ring is a special poset, and the main theorein states that every countable special poset 
is order-isomorphic to the j-spectrum of a countable Noetherian ring. 
The theorem provides a rich source of examples of non-affine rings, since one can 
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easily build special posets that bear no resemblance to the whole spectrum of a 
Noetherian ring. As another amusing application we exhibit, for each n, a Noetherian 
ring R such that wt-spec (R) has dimension and every projective R-module is free. 
Toward the end of the paper are some thoughts on the uncountable case. We 
prove that every special tree is the j-spectrum of a suitable Noetherian ring. The 
prospect of a general theorem appears rather bleak, however, in view of an example, 
due to T.T. Moh, of a Noetherian ring whose maximal ideal space V is countable but 
has uncountably many closed sets. It is shown that no straightforward extension of 
our method will produce a Noetherian ring whose maximal ideal space.is homeo- 
morphic to V. 
We would like to thank David Eisenbud and Melvin Hochster for several enlighten- 
ing conversations about prime ideals in Noetherian rings. In particular, Eisenbud at- 
tuned us to the idea of using R-sequences tobuild prime ideals, and a remark of 
Hochster’s greatly simplified our proof of Lemma 9. 
1. The main theorem 
We will state 
tion. 
the theorem in its poset form, postponing the topological formula- 
Theorem 1. A poset U is order-isomorphic to the j-spectrum of a countable Noetherian 
ring if and only if U is a countable special poset. In more detail: Given a countable 
special poset U, a field K, and a countably infinite set X of indeterminates, there is 
a multiplicative set S C K [X] such that R = S-k [Xl is Noetherian and j-spec (R) s 
U. Moreover, the j-prime in R corresponding to u E U is generated by an R-sequence 
uf Iength ht(u) if U has a unique minimal element, and of length ht(tc) + 1 otherwise. 
Proof. Suppose R is a countable Noetherian ring. Since each ideal is finitely gener- 
ated, R has only countably many ideals. Now j-spec (R) certainly has a.c.c. and only 
finitely many minimal elements, and the Krull height theorem ensures that each 
element has finite height. If P, Q E j-spec (R) the minimal upper bounds of P and Q 
correspond to the minimal j-primes of the Noetherian ring R/(P + Q) and herce are 
finite in number. Finally, suppose P is a non-maximal member of j-spec (R) with 
only finitely many covers P,, . . . . P,,. Le; (M,} be all the maximal ideals containing 
P. By d.c.c. (guaranteed by the Krull height heorem) each A& contains ome Pi, SO 
P = fl ar Mel 2 n i Pi, an obvious Lzittradiction. Thus j-spec (R) is a countable special 
poset. 
Conversely, let U be a countable special poset. The construction of a suitable 
Noetherian ring will proceed in three steps, the first of which is to obtain a conve- 
nient numbering of the poset U. We then build prime ideals, one at a time, adjoining 
a finite number of indeterminates at each stage. Finally we localize the large poly 
nomial ring at the union of the primes we have built. We may as well assume U is 
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infinite; the finite (therefore discrete) case is left to the reader. Several lemmas used 
in the construction are valid for more general posets; unless otherwise stated, LJ will 
denote an arbitrary poset. 
If F is a finite subset of U, let 
F={xEUIx>aforsomeaEF}. 
The following consequence of the Kiinig Graph Theorem is due to Kaplansky: 
Lemma 1 [K2, Theorem 3081. Let U be a poset with a.c.c. 7Rerz U has d.c.c. otz 
subsets of the form F, Fa finite subset of 0: 
Given a pair of elements a, b f cl, let mub(a, b) denote the set of minimal upper 
bounds of the set {a, b}. For each subset A C U let @ = Umub(a, b), where the 
union is taken over all pairs in A. Define pnA inductively by pnA = &‘--‘A, and 
set p*A = Un $‘A. Clearly p*A is the smallest subset of U that contains A and is 
closed under the operation of forming minimal upper bounds of pairs of elements. 
(Note A C_ @ since (a) = mub(a, a).) 
Lemma 2. Let U be a poset with a.c.c., and suppose $A is finite jbr every n. Then 
p*A is finite. 
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that p”-lA C $‘A for all n > 1, and set B,, = 
p”A - $-lA. Iax E!3n+1 , say, x E mubb, z), where y, z E p%l. If both y and z 
were in 1 n-lA, x would be in $‘A; thus either y E Bn or z E B,l. This shows that 
(B,,,1)- C (B,)-I and Lemma 1 implies that (B,,)- = (B,l+l)- for large /I. Since 
B,z # 0 we obtain a sequence xi E B,,, yi E B,,+l such that xi Zyi >, xi+l, i = 1 , 2, . . . . 
But Bn n Bn+l = 0, so the inequalities are all strict, violating finiteness of B,,. 
Lemma 3. Let U be a countably infinite poset with a.c.c. and d.c.c., aird sUppose 
mub(a, b) is finite for all a, b E U. l%en it is possible to write U = (II, 111 E Nib in 
such a way that 
(N 1) m < n impties u,, # u,, 
(N2)~(ul,...,U,)=(u,, . . ..tl.),aj~d 
(N3) if u,, is not minimal then u,, > u,, for some m < n. 
Proof. Call an element (ul, . . . . IQ) E Uk good if (N l), (N2) and (N3) hold for all 
n G k. Let u1 be any minimal element of U. Then &) is certainly good. To com- 
plete the proof it will suffice to verify the following: If (u 1, . . . . uk) is good and 
x 6 (la19 ‘-a9 uk} there are elements ul, . . . . us = x such that (u,, . . . . uk, q, ._., us) is 
good. 
Choose a minimal element y <x and let A = p*{ul, . . . . Uk, x,y}. Now A is finite, 
by Lemma 2, so we need only verify the following claim: If ul, . . . . u, E A - {xl and 
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@l , . . . . Uk, t.$ .e., vr) is good, there is an element wEA such that (ul, . . . . Uk, 
VI, l *., r+., w) is good. 
Set B = {z+ . . . . Uk, 01, .**, Vr}. Suppose, first, that a pb for all a E A - B, b E B. 
Since x 2 y, y must be outside B, and it is easy to see that (~1, .. . . Uk, vl, . . . . I+, y) 
is good. On the other hand, suppose a > b for some a E A - B, b E B. Choose b 
maximal with respect to “b E B and b < z for Some zE A - B” and let a be any 
element of A - B such that a > b. Then, we claim, (~1, .. . . Uk, vl, . . . . Vr, a) is good. 
All we need to check is that mub(a, c) E i3 U {a} for each cE B. Let z E mub(a, c), 
and suppose z 6B. Then z > b and z > c, so by d.c.c. z 2 d for some dE mub(b, c). 
ThendEBandzEA-B,sob~d<zforcesb=dbymaximalityofb.Then 
a > b = d >, c, so z = a, as desired. 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 1, we let U = {U&Z E N} be a pre-special poset 
numbered asin Lemma 3. For each non-minimal u, E U, choose an element v maxi- 
mal with respect to v E 1~1, . . . . ~~-1) and v < Un 9 say, v = Uo(n). Then U(N) < 12, 
uo(n) < un, and by (N2), if m < n and U, < un then U, < uo(n)a In other words, 
Uo(n) is the unique maximal e ement of {urn 1 nz < n and U, < Un}. The existence of
the elements z40Cn), 4 snakes it fairly easy to build prime ideals with the appropriate 
inclusion relations. 
Lemma 4. Let U = (u,) be a countable pre-special poset with a unique minimal elec 
rnent, numbered as in Lemma 3. Let K be a field and X a countably infinite set of 
indeterminates. 7hen there are finite sets X, C X2 C . . . with union X and pnivte 
ideals Pn ofK [Xn] satisfying the following conditions: 
(or) For each n, Pn is generated by a K[X,] -sequence of length ht(u,&. 
(p) For each n 2 2, Pn n K [X,, _I] = Pocn> K [X,, _ I] 8 
(r) For each n, the map u, p Pm K Ix,] is an order-isomorphism between 
c ui, .*., uJ and CPlK[Xn], l e*, PnK[Xrl] 1. 
Proof. We will define the sets Xn C X and primes P,, inductively. Start the induction 
with X, = 0, PI = 0. Suppose X, C . . . C & and P,, . . . . Pk have been defined in such 
a way that (a), (p) and (‘y) hold for all n < k. Let I = {i \< k 1 uk+l < ui} and J =: 
v < k 1 uk+l 6 uj $uk+& For each li! \< k let P,, = P,,K[Xk], and let p = PO&+1 ). 





P is generated byan R-sequence. 
We want o squeeze a new prime between P and the P;; moreover, we want it to be 
incomparable with the Pi and to have the proper height. (By condition (a), the 
height of Pi’ in spec (R) is equal to ht(u,).) The following lemma is exactly what is 
needed: 
Lemma 5. Let R be a Macaulay ring and let {P, P,!, P$ be a finite set of prime ideals 
[Kl 9 Theorem Ml]. 
be indeterminates. It iseasy to see that (a9 b + CX) 
ideal ofR [x, 71. Then, with Y = 
ditions (l)-=(4). 
and r1 = 4)” + B + CX, one easily verifies con- 
Returning to the proof of Lemma 4, we now define Xk+, and Pk+, : Let CH = 
ht(~+~) - ht(u,(k+& Then, ifor each i E I, 1 G m < ht(u$ - ht(tr,~~+l$ = 
ht(P’) - ht(P). Let Y and Q be as in Lemma 5, and let Xk+! = Xk LJ Y, Pk+l = Q. Then 
) and (7) hold for rr = k + 1 9 and the proof is complete. 
Before continuing the proof of Theorem 1, we examine briefly what happens 
when U contains more than one minimal element. Simply adjoin (temporarily) a 
minimum element ua. This raises the height of each element by exactly one, and we 
can apply Lemma 4 t the enlarged poset. Once ld6) is discarded, condition (7) of 
Lemma 4 is unaltered, and (ar) and @) are replaced by 
(a*) For each II, is gec...Jted by a A” [&]=sequence of Iength t(u,, ) + t 8 
(p”) FOP each II n K I& - ]I = &(n, K [Xn _ J if u,, is not minimal, and is 
0 otherwise. 
We now have the required prime ideals in K[X]. It remains to be shown that the 
tisn of K[X] at the union of these p~rn~s i 
j-spectrum. The proof will be broken up into several lemmas. 
Lemma 6. Let k &e aray commutati~~e pirlg, X a set of il~detemtinates, and 9 a subset 
of spec(K [x] ) with the folloroirlg pmpwties: 
(Fl) !P has a.m. 
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(F4) For each finite subset F C X and each Q E specKiF], there are at most 
finitely many primes P minimal Gith respect to P E 9 and P n K [F] = Q. 
Then every ideal of K [Xj contained in u pis contained in some member of 9. 
Proof. Let I be the ideal in question. For each finite set Fc X, let gQ(F) be the set 
of primes P E 9 such that P n K [F] 2 I n K[F]. Then gQ(tp) +0, by (F3) and 
[Kl , Theorem 811. Zorn’s lemma nd (F2) imply that V(J), the set of minimal 
elements of@P’), is non-empty. We claim g(fl is finite. Choose PI, . . . . P,* E d(fi 
such that {Pi n K[F])n=l = (P n K [F] I P E A(F)). For each i G n let c19i be the set 
of primes P minimal with respect to P E 9 and P n K[F] = Pi n K[F]. Then each 
c;Oi is finite by (F4), and clearly q(P) 5361 U . . . Ug,*, so 99(F) is finite (and non- 
emPtYI* 
Notice that in the notation of Lemma 1, d(F) = 3(F)‘. Choose, by Lemma 1, 
a finite set FO E X that minimizes oQ(P’). We claim I C n 04(Fo). For, let fE I, and 
choose afinite set F, such that FO c F, E: X and fE KIFl]. Then s4(FI) Cd(Fo), 
and by minimality of Lpp(FO), A(&) = “P(F$. But then fE n sQ(F1) = (I sQ(FO) as 
desired. Since sQ(F& # 0, the proof is complete. 
The proof given above is a modification ofan argument used by Gordon and 
Robson [CR, Theorem 9.63 to produce Noetherian rings with Krull dimension 
equal to any given ordinal. A similar esult was proved independently b  Gulliksen 
[G]. Lemma 6essentially reduces to the theorems of [GR] and [G] when the primes 
in 9 are generated bysubsets ofX. 
We need another observation due to Gordon and Robson, contained in the proof 
of Theorem 9.6 of [CR]. We will give their proof for the convenience of the reader. 
Lemma 7. Let X be a set of indeterminates over a Noetherian ring K arld let Pand 
Q be prime ideals of K [X] with P C Q. If Q is firzitely geuerated so is I? 
Proof. Let fi, . . . . fit generate Q,and choose afinite set F C X such that each 
4 E K[F]. Then, for each finite set G with F C G C X, the&- generate Q n K[G], 
so that ht(P n K[G]) < ht(Q fl K[G]) < II. Choose afinite set G IJ F SO as to 
maximize ht(P n K[G]), say, ht(P n K[G]) = m; and let P n K[G] = PO 3 . . . 2 P,,, 
be a chain of primes in K[G] . Then, if H is any finite subset of X containing G, we 
have P n K [H] > POK [H] 2 . . . 3 P,71 K [HI, which forces P n K [H] = POK [H]. Then 
P = UH(P n K [HI) = PoK [Xl, which is finitely generated. 
We can now prove a fairly general theorem on representing a iven special poset 
as the j-spectrum ofa Noetherian ring. Let 0 : I/ -+ spec(K [Xl) be an order-isomor- 
phism from the poset U onto a set 3) C spec(K [Xl). We will call 0 an embedding of 
ftnite type provided each prime in Sp is finitely generated, 3) satisfies conditions (F3) 
and (F4) of Lemma 6, and the following strong form of (F2) holds: (I?) If J C 9 
and ncT is prime then fM E 3? 
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ver a Noetherian ring K, and let U be 
) is ~17 embedding of finite type with 
1 . 
f the form PR, where PUS some prime ideal of 
y Lemmas 6and 7, P is finitely generated. Therefore ach 
prime ideal ofR is fiitely generated, and R is Noetherian by Cohen’s Theorem 
[K2, Theorem 81. (This he of reasoning was used by Gordon and Robson in the 
proof of Theorem 9.6 of [CR] .) 
Let c)n be the set of maximal elements of 9, and 9 the set of primes of K[X] 
that are intersections of memb f~.ByLemma6,mqec(R)={MNMEW}, 
and it follows that j-spec(R) (PE 2,. But $J z 3’by (F2’), so 
j-spec(R) C {PR I P E 9). 
Suppose Uis special, and let PE 9. We have to show PR E j-spec(R). By a.c.c. 
we may assume QR E j-spec(R) whenever P C Q E 2 If P E 311 then PR E m-s?ec(R) 
and we are done. If P $%f let (Q,} be the (infinite) set of %covers of P and set 
I = n,(Q,.$). Since the ideal I has only finitely many minimal j-primes (R is 
Noetherian!) there exist an index Q and a j-prime J such that I 5 J C Q&R. By the 
last paragraphJ =QR for some Q E 9. Then P C Q C Q& forces P = Q, that is, - 
PR = J E j-spec(R). 
At last we can complete the proof of Theorem I. Recall that the set X of inde- 
terminates (over the field K) is the nested union of the finite sets Xn; and we have 
prime ideals PN of K[X,J satisfying (ar), v) and (y) of Lemma 4(or, if U has more 
than one minimal element, (a*), (p*) and (y)). Let P;t = P,# [Xj and let 
8 : U + spec(K[X]) be the map taking U, to F$ Then 9 = O(v) is order-isomorphic 
to U, and each member of 9 is generated by a K [Xl-sequence of the correct length. 
In view of Theorem 2, it will suffice to verify this lemma: 
Emma 8. Let U be a countable pre-special pose?. 131en 8 : U + spec(K [Xl) is an 
embedding of finite t)bge 
Proof. Only conditions (F2’), (F3) and (F4) require attention. Fix an integer N so 
large that u,, is not minimal, for each rt > N. Iteration of property @) or (j3*) yields 
the following useful relationship: 
( ) *a IfNGn <II then Pjl n K[X,] =Pkii[X,,] for somek Gm. 
If F is a finite subset of X, choose an integer nt 2 Iv such that FE Xm. Then for 
each n 3 m,e n K[F] = (PkK[X,]) n K[FJ for some k < m. It follows that there 
are at most m distinct primes of the form n K [Fj, so (F3) holds. 
If (F4) is violated, there is an infinite set A C N such that for each n E A, Fz is 
minimal with respect o Pz n K [F] = Q. Pick m 2 IV such that F c Xm and choose 
11 E A with II> m. Then Q C Pi n K[X,] = PkK[X,] for some k G m. Then 
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QCP;:andPnnK[F]=4& contradicting minimality of Pi. 
To prove (F2’), suppose P = f“l {Gin E A) is prime. By Lemma 7 P is finitely 
generated, say, by fi, l .*, ft. Pick an integer m 2 Iv such that each f;: is in K [XJ . 
NOW P n K [XjJ = fl {l$ (I K [.X,,J 1 n E A), but by (F3) this is actually afinivie 
intersection. Therefore P n K[&] = Pi n K [&I for some n E A! If n < m then 
P=(PnK[X,I)K[~=~.Ifn>mthen(**)impliesthatP=P~forsomek~m. 
In either case PE 3! This completes the proof of Lemma 8 and Theorem 1. 
2. Examples 
Let U be a pre-special poset. There is a canonical way of enlarging U to a special 
poset u#: Simply adjoin a countably infinite set of covers wherever necessary. More 
formally, let V be the set of non-maximal members of U with only finitely many 
covers. Let {CV: u E V} be a family of pairwise disjoint countable sets such that 
CV n U = 0 for all u. Then U# = U U U{C,,: u E V}, and the partial ordering is ex- 
tended to u# in the following way: Elements of u# - U are maximal in v#, and if 
uEUandcEC, thenu<cifandonlyifuGu. 
Example 1. Let U be a totally ordered set with n + 1 elements, and let R be a 
Noetherian unique factorization domain withj-spectrum isomorphic to U#. Then 
m-spec(R) has dimension but is the union of n one-dimensional subspaces. By 
Serre’s Theorem [B, Corollary 2.7, p. 1731 every projective R-module of rank at 
least 2 has a non-trivial free summand. But since R is a UFD, every rank one pro- 
jective is free. It follows that every projective is free. 
Example 2. Let U be the poset sketched below: 
X 
Then, in c/#, x has height 1 but all its covers have height 3. (McAdam has shown 
[M, Theorem l] that in the prime spectrum of a Noetherian ring all but finitely 
many covers of a height n prime have height n + 1.) 
We remark that both of the posets above violate the “infinitely many intermen 
diate primes” condition [Kl , Theorem 1441, which holds in the spectrum of a 
Noetherian ring. Example 2 has an interesting property in connection with the 
proof of Theorem 1: It is impossible to number U# (as in Lemma 3) in such a 
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way that ht(o,) = ht(U,tn)) + 1 for every n 2 2. Thus the awkwardness in the state- 
ment of Lemma 5 was unavoidable. 
3. Uncountable posets 
The elaborate construction involved in the proof of Theorem 1 can be avoided in 
many cases, in particular, for the two examples of the last section. For these posets 
one can easily construct an embedding of finite type in which each prime in the 
image is generated by a (finite) subset of the set of indeterminates. An obvious ne- 
cessary condition for a pre-special poset U to admit such an embedding is that the 
set S(u) = {x E U 1 x G u) be finite for every u E U. This condition is, in fact, suffi- 
cient. 
Theorem 3. Let U be a pre-special poset such that S(u) is finite for every u E U, and 
bet K be any field. Then there exist a set X of indeterminates and an embedding of 
finite type 9 : U + spec(K[X]) such that each prime in 6(U) is generated by a sub- 
set OfX. 
proof. This could be deduced, with some effort, from Theorem 3.6 of [G] and the 
results of Section S below. However, a direct proof is just as easy. Simply regard U 
as a set of indeterminates, and let Pu = S(u)K[c/j for each u E U. The map 0 : u + Pu 
is certainly an order-isomorphism, and each prime Pu is finitely generated. We need 
to check conditions (F2’), (F3) and (F4). 
First observe that if A and B are subsets of U then AK[ rr] n K [B] = (A n B)K [B]. 
(By convention, @K[J3] = 0.) Condition (F3) is now obvious. To prove (F4) let F be 
a finite subset of U and let A be the set of elements u E U minimal with respect o 
PU n K [q = Q, where Q is a fixed prime ideal of K [d. Assume A # 8, and fix an 
element a E A. Then, for any u E U, Pu n K[F] = Q if and only i%(u) n F = 
S(a) n F. Therefore A is contained in the set of minimal upper bounds of the finite 
set B z S(a) n F. If B = 0, its minimal upper bounds are just the minimal elements 
of U. If B # 0, write B = (u 
!I 
, . . . . u,,}, and check by induction on n that every minimal 
upper bound of B is in pn- B (notation as in Lemma 2). In either case A is finite, 
and (F4) is verified. 
The proof of (F2’) follows the same pattern as in the proof of Lemma 8. Suppose 
A is a subset of U such that P = n {Pu 1 u E A} is prime. Choose a finite set F C U such 
that K [F] contains a set of generators for P. By Lemma 2 we may assume r_LF = F. 
ThenPnK[Fl =(I{PU nK[FJluEA},sobycondition(F3),PnK[F] = 
P,nK[F] forsomeaELNowP’nK[~=(S(u)nF3K11;1,soP=(s(a)nF)K[r/J; 
alSo S(a) n F c S(u) n F for every u EA. Since @= F it follows that S(a) n F has - 
a unique maximal element u. Then S(a) n F C S(u), and S(u) C S(u) for every u EA. 
Multiplying these inclusions by K [ u] we get P C PV & IJ Pu = P. Therefore P = Pu, 
and the proof is complete. 
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Corollary. Let U be a special poset such that S(u) is finite for every u E U. Then U 
is isomorphic to the j-spectrum of a Noetherian ring. 
The embedding in Theorem 3 is inefficient, inthe sense that the height (in 
specK[X]) of PU may be much larger than the height of u. If, however, U is a special 
tree (that is, S(U) is totally ordered for each u E I/), clearly ht(f”) = ht(u) * t . If tJ 
is a special tree with a unique minimal element, one can easily arrange things o that 
ht(fJ = ht(u) for all u. 
4. The bad news 
The subject of this section is an example ofa 
does not admit an embedding of finite type. 
Noetherian ring whose j-spectrum 
Theorem 4. Let V be an uncountable special poser with only countably many maxi- 
mal elements, and let K be a field and X a set of indeterminates, Then there is no 
embedding of finite type V -+ spec(K [Xl). 
Proof. Suppose 8 : V * spec(K [Xl) is an embedding of finite type. Let P= e( V’), 
let 3n be the set of maximal e ements of9, and let R = (K[X] -Up)-k[X]. Then, 
for each% 9, PR is the intersection f primes of the form MR, ME 311. PUing 
back along the natural map K[X] + R, we see that each member of Sp is the inter- 
section of members of9X. But this is impossible bythe next lemma. 
Lemma 9. Let X be a set of indeterminates over afield K, and let 311 be a courrt- 
able set of finitely generated prit Isye ideals of K [X] . 131en only countably many 
ptime ideals arise as intersections of members of 311[. 
Proof. Let 3) be the set of primes that are intersections of members of %. Choose 
a countable subfield L of K and a countable s t Y C X such that R = L [ Y] contains 
a generating set for each member of Cm. Then (M n R)K[X] =M for every M E 6)14. 
LetPE~,sayP=n,M,,M,*E‘~.LetfEP,andwritef=~,r,h,,wherethe 
r, E R and {h,) is a basis for the free R-module K[X]. For each 11, f E (Mn nR)K[x] = 
ZQL(MII n R)h,, and it follows that each rcu E fl,* (M,, n R) = P n R. Therefore 
f E (P n R)K[X] , We have shown that P = (P n R)K[X] for every P 
P n R is finitely generated, by Lemma 7, and R is a countable ring. Therefore there 
are only countably many distinct primes P n R, and 3) itself must be countable. 
Now it is easy to build an uncountable special poset with only countably many 
maximal e ements, but much harder to exhibit such a poset as the j-spectrum of a 
Noetherian ring. We are very grateful to T.T. Moh for providing us with the follow- 
ing example: 
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Example 3. A therian ring with only countably many maximal ideals but un- 
countably many j-prim . Let A be the formal power series ring K [ [xp y, z]] ,K the 
field of rational numbers. Consider power series of the form 
cietrts pi we get an uncountable set 5p 
contained in infinitely many height 2 
The set of these height 2 primes is countable. The ring = (A - U%)l’A clearly 
has uncountably ma&-primes. To see that nl-spec(R) is countable, we appeal to 
the fdlo~ing lemma, whose proof is an adaptation of the proof of a result of 
L. Burch [Bu, Lemma 3): 
huuna 10. Let c)11 be a countable set of prime ideals in a complete local ring A, 
and let I be an ideal of A contained in m. l%en I is contained in some member of 
314. 
5. Topological considerations 
In order to mak: precise the relationship between the j-spectrum and the maximal 
ideal space it is corxenient o work in a fairly general setting. This approach will pro- 
duce two results as by-products: (I) a topological characterization of the spaces that 
arise asj-spectra of commutative rings, and (2) an interesting sufficient condition for 
a poset to be the spectrum of a ring. We will define correspondences among various 
classes of topological spaces and partially ordered sets. These are summarized in a 
diagram at the end of this section. The deep results we need are Hochster’s charac- 
terizations of the spaces pec(R) and m-spec(R), [HI. Aside from these, the verifica- 
tions are routine and will be left to the reader. 
call a space m-spectral if it is quasi=compact nd 7’, . The m-spectral spaces are 
precisely the sets of the form m-spec(R), [H, Proposition 111. A j-spectral space is a 
quasi-compact, 7To space such that every irreducible closed set has a generic point, 
atId every closed set is the closure of its set of closed points. There is a one-one 
correspondence b tween homeomo;phism classes of m-spectral spaces and homeo- 
merpl,lsm classes ofj-spectral spaces: Given an m-spectral space X, let J(x) be the 
set of irreducible closed subsets of X, topologized as follows: The closed sets of’ 
J(x) are precisely the sets 9(A) = {B E J(x) IB C A) where A is a closed subset of X. 
Then X and J(x) have isomorphic lattices of closed sets, and it is easy to see that 
J(X) isj-spectral. Conversely, if Y is j-spectral, then the set M(Y) of closed points 
of Y is m-spectral in the relative topology. It is routine to check that the corres- 
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pondences J and M are inverses up to homeomorphism. From Hochster’s theorem 
we easily deduce 
Proposition 1. A topological space is j-spectral if and only if it is homeomorphic to 
the j-spectrum of some commutative ring. 
A j-special space is a Noetherian j-spectral space such that for each x there is a 
bound on lengths of chains of closed irreducible sets containingx. Clearly Y is j- 
special if and only if M( Y) is special. Finally, a Noetherian spectral space is a 
Noetherian, To space in which every closed irreducible set has a generic point. Given 
such a space Y, let P(Y) denote the set Y with its natural partial ordering: a G b if 
.and only if b is in the closure of a. Then P(Y) has a.c.c. and only finitely many 
minimal elements, each pair of elements has only finitely many minimal upper 
bounds, and each non-empty chain has a greatest lower bound. We call a poset 
which satisfies the four conditions above a Noetherian spectral poset, because, in 
fact, such a poset always corresponds to a Noetherian spectral space. To see this, 
let &? be a Noetherian spectral poset, and for each finite subset F of U, let F = 
(xEUlx~yforsomeyEF}.ThenFU~=(FUG)-,andFnG=H,whereH 
is the union of the sets mub(x, y), x e F, y E C. Thus the set yof sets of the form 
F is closed under finite unions and finite intersections. Then by Lemma 1, 9 is 
closed under arbitray intersections. Let 7’(u) be the set U topologized by declar- 
ing the members of F to be the closed sets. Then nu) is a Noetherian spectral 
space. Also, P(T(U)) = U and T(P(Y)) = Y. 
Propositidn 2. Every Noethenan spectral poset is order-isomorphic to the prime 
spectnrm of some commutative ring. 
Proof. Let U be a Noetherian spectral poset. Then 7’(u) is homeomorphic to the 
spectrum of some ring R by Hochster’s theorem [H, Theorem 61. Therefore U is 
order-isomorphic tospec(R). 
The maps P and T induce a one-one correspondence b tween j-special spaces and 
special posets. By composing P with J wt.! get the desired correspondence b tween 
special spaces and special posets. If R is :my ring and X a special space, then 
m-spec(R) is homeomorphic to X if and only ifj-spec(R) is order-isomorphic to
pI(J(x)). Thus any theorem or conjecture on representing special poset as thei-spec- 
trum of a certain type of ring has a perfect analogue in terms of special spaces and 
the maximal ideal space. In particular, Theorem 1 may be rephrased as follows: 
Proposition 3. A toporogical space X is homeomorphic to the maxima! ideal space 
of some countable Noetherian ring if and only if X is a special space with only count- 
ably marly closed sets. 
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m-spectral spaces 2 special spaces 
JIIM I 
j-spectral spaces > j-special spaces E Noetherian spectral spaces 
I plIT 
special posets E: Noetherian spectral posets. 
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